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Introduction
Located in South Pacific Ocean, New Zealand consists of two main islands, North Island and South Island, plus
several smaller ones including Stewart Island and Chatham Island. The North and South Islands are separated
by the 32km wide Cook Strait.  New Zealand’s exceptionally varied coastline, indented with many coves, bays,
harbors and fiords, measures 15,134 km in total.
New Zealand has an incredibly diverse seabird community. 84 types of seabirds breed in the region and nearly
half of these species breed nowhere else in the world. Additionally, three-quarters of the world's albatrosses,
penguins, petrels and half the shearwaters and shags inhabit New Zealand.
New Zealand is also renowned for its abundant and diverse marine wildlife. Whales and dolphins are plentiful in
the waters of the Hauraki Gulf, on the north-eastern coast of the North Island. Humpbacks, which pass through
on their way to and from South Pacific breeding grounds, are regularly seen, as well as sei, minke and bryde's
whales. Killer whales are also regular visitors and long finned pilot whales occasionally venture close to the
shoreline.
Nine species of dolphins are found throughout New Zealand waters, including hector's dolphin, which is the one
of the world’s rarest species of dolphin and New Zealand’s only endemic marine animal. New Zealand fur seals
are found throughout New Zealand and New Zealand sea lions are endemic and are one of the rarest species
of sea lion in the world. Leopard seals and southern elephant seals are also occasionally found on New
Zealand’s shores. Four species of sea turtles frequent New Zealand waters; namely the loggerhead, green,
hawksbill, and olive ridley turtle.

Regional Seas
South Pacific Ocean
Tasman Sea

Past experience
Due to the rugged nature of New Zealand's coastline and its surrounding seas, a number of incidents have
occurred.
In 2002, approximately 25 tonnes of heavy fuel was spilled by the Jody F Millenium, a log carrier that ran
aground shortly after leaving the North Island port of Gisborne. The spill affected some 8km of coastline.
Although numerous sea birds were lightly contaminated, only six required capture and cleaning.
In 2000, the fishing vessel Sea Fresh 1 sank in Hanson Bay on the east coast of Chatham Island, discharging
60 tonnes of diesel and threatening breeding sites for the endemic Chatham Island oystercatcher and Chatham
Island shag. A temporary triage and bird cleaning station was established, however rapid containment of the oil
prevented any wildlife casualties.
The Korean fishing vessel Dong Won 529 (1998), ran aground close to the eastern coast of Stewart Island, off
the southern tip of New Zealand, spilling  approximately 400 tonnes of automotive gas oil. A wildlife cleaning
centre and a triage station were set up. The technical response together with mostly favorable weather
conditions eliminated the threat, and no casualties of the pollution event were discovered.

Response: the role of the authorities
Maritime New Zealand is the lead agency responsible for all forms of marine emergency, including oil spill
prevention and response. Maritime NZ is responsible for maintaining a nationwide capability for dealing with
marine oil spills in New Zealand waters, maintaining oil spill response equipment and organizing training
courses for people and organisations likely to be involved in responding to marine oil spills. It responds to
larger oil spills and is also responsible for assisting local governments in dealing with smaller spills in their
regions.
New Zealand’s National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan (NOSCP) was published in April 1997. It promotes a
planned and nationally coordinated response to any marine oil spill that is beyond the capability of the regional
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council within whose region it is located or is outside the region of any Regional Council but within New
Zealand’s Exclusive Economic Zone.
A three-tiered approach applies to all aspects of marine oil spill preparation and response. This determines
which authorities would be involved in an oiled wildlife response.
The following bodies are required to prepare contingency plans and a response capability appropriate to their
respective levels of responsibility:
Tier 1 – Industry
Ships and onshore/offshore oil transfer sites have an obligation to plan for their own risk and respond to small
scale spills that they cause.
Tier 2 – Regional Councils and Unitary Authorities
New Zealand’s 12 Regional Councils are responsible for developing and maintaining the capacity to rescue
and rehabilitate oiled wildlife, in accordance with guidelines issued by the Maritime New Zealand.
Tier 3 – Maritime New Zealand and International Partners

With regards to oiled wildlife response, Maritime New Zealand has implemented standards and guidelines for
oiled wildlife rescue, response and rehabilitation, and maintains the capacity to rescue and rehabilitate oiled
wildlife. The Wildlife Health Centre (WHC) of Massey University has been contracted by the authorities to play
a key role in the preparedness to oiled wildlife response and will take a coordinating role as part of the incident
command system in case of an incident.

Oiled wildlife response
Formal guidelines?
The New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Strategy and the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan explicitly
mandate interventions to protect and rehabilitate wildlife affected by oil spills, and an entire chapter deals
exclusively with this issue (chapter 9). Wildlife operations will follow the operation detail of this plan in
conjunction with the region specific detail contained in the relevant Regional (Tier 2) oil spill contingency plan.
While the NOSCP ensures a fully integrated wildlife response, Massey University has developed and maintains
a Tier 3 wildlife response operational plan annexed to the National Plan, a national wildlife treatment facility,
and personnel and equipment for use during spill response.
Wildlife response will, whenever possible adhere to international best practice protocols while
prioritising human safety as well as animal welfare. Where appropriate, it may involve exclusion
(‘hazing’), and/or pre-emptive capture. In all cases, monitoring of rescued and released wildlife should be an
integral component of the rehabilitation process providing feedback to improve efficiency of ongoing operations.
Should a spill occur whereby there is no direct response action to contain and recover the oil, wildlife response
may be the only intervention activity undertaken.
Wildlife response costs authorised by the Oil Spill Contingency Plan are fully recoverable from the spiller, under
both the Maritime Transport Act and the Civil Liability Convention 1969. It is recognised that oiled wildlife may
be discovered after other response efforts have ceased, and this should be taken into account during de-
escalation and termination.
The Department of Conservation and Tangata Whenua should also be involved where protected or culturally
significant species are threatened.

Response objectives and strategy
The aim of wildlife response is to avoid, remedy or mitigate any detrimental impacts on wildlife during an oil
pollution response. This primarily concerns marine and coastal birds, reptiles, and where safety allows, marine
mammals, due to their susceptibility, protection status and community expectations.
Chapter 9 of the NOSCP lists the following actions that would be undertaken in response to an oil spill event:
1. Advising incident command on wildlife issues associated with containment, clean-up and environmental
remediation of spilled oil to maximize the benefits of these actions for the welfare and conservation of wildlife.
2. Preventing or minimizing exposure of wildlife to pollution by identification of opportunities to move
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animals by hazing, decoying and pre-emptive capture as appropriate.
3. Reducing the compromise to the welfare of wildlife impacted by oil by establishing a competent system
for field assessment, capture, stabilization, cleaning, rehabilitation, and re-release to clean habitat as
appropriate.
4. Ensuring the protection of species and habitats of special conservation concern during wildlife
operations.

Euthanasia or rehabilitation?
Euthanasia of oiled wildlife remains at the discretion of veterinarians involved in the response.  The decision
process for euthanasia and necessary consultation and authorization should be determined as an immediate
priority in establishing a veterinary station, and ideally be agreed in written form. The method used to euthanize
animals should follow an accepted protocol, such as intravenous barbiturate overdose.

Impact assessment
Impact assessment will take place as part of the wildlife response.

Notification and early response
The National On-Scene Commander will give the instruction and authorization for the mobilization of a wildlife
response.

At Tier 3 level, a National On-Scene Commander is appointed to lead the response and set up an Incident
Command Centre at the scene of the spill. This person also sets up a response team who provide expert
advice in areas including wildlife.

Wildlife response will also take place in a tiered approach. Each of the 12 Regional Councils have a basic set
of oiled wildlife equipment that enables a first response to a relatively minor incident. Each region has trained
staff of two coordinators (one regulator, one hands-on responder). If required, the Wildlife Health Centre of
Massey University can deploy expertise and/or a trailer with additional equipment as a tier-2 facility. In case of
a large incident, the WHC will deploy its mobile equipment. In each of the 12 regions, warehouses and other
buildings have been resourced as a matter of pre-spill preparedness, and a site development plan has been
developed for each of them. In combination with the mobile (technical) equipment, temporary cleaning and
rehabilitation facilities can be fastly set up.

Wildlife responders
The WHC has trained and dedicated staff of hands-on oiled wildlife responders including veterinarians and
rehabilitators. As part of its contracted responsibilities the WHC visits all 12 regions regularly and has set up a
training programme for 2 identified oiled wildlife response coordinators in each region (one regulator from the
local authorities and a hands on responder from the local NGO community). The 24 regional responders
receive annual training.

Cooperation between stakeholders
There are close and excellent working relations between Maritime New Zealand, Massey University and all
identified responders. Meetings for training take place every year.

Permanent facilities
Massey University provides a Veterinary Teaching Hospital (VTH) and the Wildlife Health Centre (WHC). The
WHC has been set up as a primary centre to accept animals directly from shoreline areas that are a one hour’s
drive or less. If the time between capture and delivery of oiled wildlife would exceed one hour, shoreline or
satellite sites would be set up to stabilize animals before transporting them to the WHC.
In support of tier-3 response, a mobile unit has been developed consisting of a hot water/ washing facility built
into a ship container. This unit can be transported to any location in New Zealand, and could arrive onsite
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within 24 hours.

Current processes
Maritime NZ provides courses in various aspects of oil spill response, including wildlife response and shoreline
clean up.
The WHC provides training in best practice oiled wildlife response principles to teams of
wildlife responders coordinated under the wildlife annexes of Tier 2 marine oil spill contingency plans.
The WHC is working closely with each of the 12 regions to pre-spill identify facilities that can be turned into a
temporary oiled wildlife rehabilitation facility.

Documentation and references
General references

Terms and Conditions
These Country Wildlife Profiles are provided in good faith as a guide only and are based on information

obtained from a variety of sources over a period of time. This information is subject to change and should,
in each case, be independently verified before reliance is placed on it. Country Wildlife Profiles may have

been issued solely to incorporate additional or revised information under one heading only. Each Profile has
therefore not necessarily been completely verified or updated as at the stated Date of Issue.

Sea Alarm hereby excludes, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all liability to any person,
corporation or other entity for any loss, damage or expense resulting from reliance or use of these Country

Wildlife Profiles.
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